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We investigate different types of time-dependently driven single-particle sources whose common feature is that
they produce pulses of integer charge and minimally excite the Fermi sea. These sources are: a slowly driven
mesoscopic capacitor, a Lorentzian-shaped time-dependent bias voltage, and a local gate-voltage modulation
of a quantum Hall edge state. They differ by their specific driving protocols, e.g., they have a pure ac driving
or a driving with a dc component. In addition, only in the first of these setups, strong confinement leading to
a discrete energy spectrum of the conductor, is exploited for the single-particle emission. Here, we study if
and how these basic differences impact transport properties. Specifically, we address time- and energy-resolved
charge and energy currents, as well as their zero-frequency correlators (charge, energy, and mixed noise), as they
are frequently used to characterize experiments in quantum optics with electrons. Beyond disparities due to a
different number and polarity of particles emitted per period, we in particular identify differences in the impact,
which temperature has on the observables for sources with and without energy-dependent scattering properties.
We are able to characterize and quantify the effect of temperature by a small set of physically relevant parameter
ratios.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.100.035405
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, transport properties, such as charge cur-
rents and their correlations have been employed as anal-
ysis tools in quantum optics with electrons [1,2]. In this
field, single electrons are injected into a conductor by time-
dependently operated single-particle sources [3–10] and sent
on quantum point contacts (QPCs) acting as beam split-
ters, possibly even employing quantum Hall edge states as
electronic waveguides. This combination of tuneable de-
vice elements allows for implementation of optics-like ex-
periments for electrons and has triggered a great number
of further proposals, like the Mach-Zehnder [11–15], the
Hanbury Brown-Twiss [16–20] or the Hong-Ou-Mandel in-
terferometer [21–28], with additional complexities arising,
for example, from the presence of the Fermi sea or from
Coulomb interactions between electrons [18,25–27,29,30].
The scope of the proposed or already conducted experiments
ranges from the signal analysis of the single-particle source
[16,19,20,28,31,32] to solid-state based entanglement proto-
cols [15,33–37]. In addition to the study of charge currents,
also energy currents [14,38] and their correlations have re-
cently come into focus [39–46], since they possibly yield
further information about the spectral properties of the setup
of interest.
The single-particle sources, which are used to emit elec-
trons (and holes) into an electronic optics setup can be of
very different nature [3–10]. An important requirement for
the precision of these sources is that they are noiseless—
namely, that the zero-frequency noise of the emitted current
equals zero—meaning that they emit a regular and error-free
stream of single-particle excitations. Here, we focus on those
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 1. Emission schemes of single particles: (A) a driven meso-
scopic capacitor (cap) in a quantum-Hall (QH) setting, with arrowed
lines indicating a single conducting edge channel; (B) a voltage-
biased conductor; and (C) a QH edge state, locally modulated by
a gate potential. Currents and their correlations are detected at
contact R.
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sources, which can in addition be designed to emit these single
particles as minimal excitations of the Fermi sea. More than
ten years ago, a pure ac single-particle source based on a
driven mesoscopic capacitor [47,48] in the quantum Hall
regime was first implemented [4], and it has since then been
used in a variety of experimental setups (see setup A in
Fig. 1). On the other hand, a very different design of a
single-electron source has been realized [7,31] by shaping
the time-dependent bias voltage across a conductor in a
specifically chosen Lorentzian form [49–53] (see setup B in
Fig. 1). Finally, a third setup was recently suggested [54],
in which the local gate modulation of an edge state allows
for noiseless single-particle emission on top of the Fermi
sea (see setup C in Fig. 1). This third setup has not been
experimentally implemented as a single-particle source yet
and also its transport properties (in particular, heat transport)
have been theoretically considered much less until now. While
all these three types of sources enable a noiseless emission of
single particles, their operation principles and specific designs
differ largely.1 In experiments, which can possibly involve
several synchronized sources among other device elements,
it is hence of vital importance to understand, how the basic
source properties reflect in the various relevant observables
and when results are expected to be source-independent.
In this paper, we provide a systematic and comprehensive
comparison of these three types of sources in terms of their
transport characteristics. More specifically, we analyze how
the properties of the different sources, schematically depicted
in Fig. 1, impact the time-resolved charge and energy currents
as well as the spectral current. Furthermore, inclusion of
a QPC into the setup, where the initially noiseless stream
of emitted particles gets scattered, allows us to study the
zero-frequency charge-current and energy-current noise of
the injected signals, as well as the mixed noise between
charge and energy currents. For this purpose, we employ a
scattering matrix approach, which is valid as long as the
effective Coulomb interaction between electrons is weak. This
is a reasonable assumption, since the Coulomb interaction in
the only confined studied element (the mesoscopic capacitor)
is typically screened by top gates. Interaction effects arising
during the propagation along edge states [18,25–27,29,30]
are not addressed here; we instead focus on the properties
of the sources alone in order to disentangle them from other
occurring effects.
We find that the zero-temperature limit of currents and
noises are to a large extent similar for the three emission
schemes under consideration, when operated in a regime of
well-separated single-particle pulses, except for the number
and type of emitted particles (electrons and holes). Most im-
portantly, we find that the situation changes at finite tempera-
tures. In our manuscript, we extensively study the temperature
dependence of all above-mentioned transport properties. Out
of the whole range of parameters describing the different
sources, we identify a small, physically relevant subset of
parameters, which fully characterizes this temperature depen-
dence. Notably, we can distinguish two types of behavior,
1Other single-particle sources not addressed here inject particles far
above the Fermi sea.
depending on whether the scattering matrix describing the
single-particle source is energy-dependent or not.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce
the three different emission protocols and define relevant
parameter regimes for their operation. Next, the time-resolved
charge and energy currents are analyzed in Sec. III, followed
by a study of the spectral current in Sec. IV. The time-
and energy-resolved currents are two different marginals of a
Wigner function as shown in Appendix B; the full study of the
Wigner function will be postponed to a future work. Finally,
the zero-frequency noise of charge and energy currents, as
well as their mixed noise, are discussed in Sec. V. Extensive
Appendices A–F contain general definitions, full analytical
results, and crucial elements of their rigorous derivations.
II. SINGLE-PARTICLE EMISSION SCHEMES
In this section, we introduce the three different single-
particle emission schemes that we are going to compare:
a gate-voltage driven mesoscopic capacitor embedded in a
quantum-Hall setup (setup A), a coherent conductor with a
time-dependent Lorentzian-shaped voltage-bias driving (setup
B), and a quantum Hall (QH) edge state locally modulated by
a gate voltage with a smooth-box shape (setup C).
A schematic illustration of these three schemes is presented
in Fig. 1. In the operation regimes, which we consider here,
the common property of these three sources is that they emit
a noiseless stream of single particles, as a minimal excitation
just on top of the Fermi sea. In all three cases, single-particle
excitations are sent from the left side onto a QPC with a
single open channel with transmission D, which we assume
to be energy-independent. The conductors are in contact with
two reservoirs L (left) and R (right). The occupation of elec-
tronic states in the two reservoirs is characterized by Fermi
functions fα (E ) = {1 + exp[(E − μα )/(kBT )]}−1, with elec-
trochemical potentials μα ,2 temperature T , and the Boltzmann
constant kB. We fix the electrochemical potential of the right
reservoir as the energy reference μR = 0. This is useful since
we assume that charge and energy currents, as well as their
correlations, are always detected in contact R. In order to
actually evaluate charge and energy currents, as well as their
noise, we use a Floquet scattering matrix approach, see, e.g.,
Ref. [55], as well as Appendix A and B for definitions of
all observables in terms of scattering matrices and general
results. The description of the three time-dependently driven
setups in terms of scattering matrices or excitation amplitudes
is discussed in the following.
A. Time-dependently driven mesoscopic capacitor
The conductor of setup A is in the quantum Hall regime,
so that transport takes place in chiral edge states—marked
in Fig. 1 as dark green lines with arrows indicating the
propagation direction. Setup A contains a mesoscopic ca-
pacitor (designated with “cap”) operating as a single-particle
2In the case of time-dependent driving of the electrochemical
potential (setup B), only the constant part of μα enters the Fermi
function, see also the Appendix of Ref. [40].
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source, which consists of a small region, weakly coupled to
the edge by an additional QPC with transmission probability
Dcap. There is no voltage bias applied, μL = μR ≡ 0. The
capacitor region is driven at frequency  by a time-dependent
potential Ucap(t ) = U cap − δUcap sin(t ) induced by a top
gate. Determining the relation between the relevant internal
potential Ucap(t ) and the applied gate voltage Vg(t ) can be
highly nontrivial in this type of systems; however, a specific
expression is not of direct relevance here. We hence, for
simplicity, suppose the relevant internal potential Ucap(t ) to
be known. The effect of this time-dependent potential is that
charge is emitted into the chiral edge state and impinges onto
the central QPC. The time-dependently driven mesoscopic
capacitor is described by a Floquet scattering matrix S(En, E ),
which depends on the energy E of incoming states as well as
on the transferred energy nh¯ = En − E , see, e.g., Ref. [55].
Due to the finite size of the confined capacitor region, its spec-
trum becomes dependent on energy. In the case we consider
here, Dcap  1, the capacitor spectrum is even quasi-discrete,
namely, with broadened peaks at specific energies. It is the
emergence of these discrete energy levels in combination with
time-dependent driving, which allows to emit single particles
in a controlled way. Technically, this leads to a strongly
energy-dependent scattering matrix, which is an important
ingredient determining the temperature-dependence of the
transport properties studied in the following. Such a setup, al-
beit with a different (that is, square-shaped) driving potential,
was first realized by Fève et al. [4]. In that case, particles are
emitted at energies that, depending on the amplitude of the
signal, are possibly far above the Fermi energy. In contrast,
with the sinusoidal driving chosen here, we take one of the
many possible driving signals, which lead to a “slow” crossing
of the capacitor’s discrete energy levels with the Fermi energy.
This choice is appropriate for our regime of interest, where the
mesoscopic capacitor emits well-separated pulses of single-
particle (electron- and hole-) excitations close to the Fermi
energy. This happens under the following three conditions.
First of all, (i) the driving needs to be sufficiently slow, which
essentially means that the adiabatic-response condition,
τ
Dcap
 1, (1)
needs to be fulfilled. Here, τ stands for the time an electron
needs to make one turn around the capacitor cavity. Further-
more, (ii) the condition that current pulses are well-separated
in time is expressed as
σcap  1, (2)
with the temporal width of the pulses (at zero temperature)
given by σcap. Thus this width needs to be much smaller than
the period of the driving T = 2π/. For the same reason, (iii)
it needs to be guaranteed that
kBT  |eδUcap|, (3)
in other words, that the excess energy provided by a finite
temperature of the contacts does not exceed the driving am-
plitude. However, pulses could still overlap under these last
two conditions, if the constant part of the gate potential is
chosen in an unfavorable way, thereby hindering the energy
level of the capacitor from fully crossing the Fermi energy of
the contacts during the driving cycle. For simplicity, we hence
set U cap ≡ 0. Note that for very large driving amplitudes, that
is, larger than the level spacing of the capacitor |eδUcap| > ,
more than one electron and more than one hole can be emitted,
see, e.g., Ref. [56]. Here, we avoid this situation by choosing
|eδUcap| <  and concentrate on the case of single-electron
emission.3
Under these conditions, the energy-dependent scattering
matrix takes the form
Scap(En, E )=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−2σcap e−nσcap eint (e)cap(E ) n > 0,
1 n = 0,
−2σcap enσcap eint (h)cap(E ) n < 0.
(4)
Here, the width of the pulses σ (e/h)cap and the energy-dependent
emission times t (e/h)cap (E ), for electrons (e) and holes (h), are
related to the characteristics of the capacitor design and the
driving potential as
t (e)cap(E ) =
E
eδUcap
= (2m + 1)π

− t (h)cap(E ), (5)
σcap ≡ σ (h)cap =
Dcaph¯
2eδUcapτ
= −σ (e)cap , (6)
with m ∈ Z. Here, m is only required to account for emission
in different driving periods; in what follows, we focus on one
emission period only and fix the order in which electrons and
holes are emitted, such that we can take m = 0. Equations (5)
and (6) agree with the limit for small E/|eδUcap|—relevant if
the condition (iii) as given in Eq. (3) is fulfilled—of the full
expressions for emission times and pulse widths obtained in
Ref. [57].
For the analysis below it is helpful to write the scatter-
ing matrix in a mixed time-energy representation, S(t, E ),
related to the previously introduced Floquet scattering matrix
S(En, E ),
Scap(En, E ) =
∫ T
0
dt
T S(t, E ) e
int . (7)
Then, the resonant emission of electrons and holes in the
vicinity of the emission times t ( j)cap becomes particularly clear
Scap(t, E ) =
∑
j=e,h
t − t ( j)cap(E ) − iσ ( j)cap
t − t ( j)cap(E ) + iσ ( j)cap
. (8)
Equivalently, one can rewrite the scattering matrix above in
terms of relevant emission energies. This formulation em-
phasizes that an energy level of the discrete spectrum of the
capacitor with width 	 has to be energetically accessible in
order to allow for the emission of electrons and holes,
Scap(t, E ) =
∑
j=e,h
E − E ( j)res (t ) − i	
E − E ( j)res (t ) + i	
, (9)
3Note that  does not directly enter our model: the condition
|eδUcap| <  allows us to consider a single-level spectrum for the
capacitor.
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with the level broadening 	 and the emission energies E ( j)res (t )
defined as
E (e)res (t ) = eδUcapt = eδUcapπ − E (h)res (t ), (10)
	 = h¯Dcap
2τ
= eδUcapσcap. (11)
The adiabatic condition (i) and the resonance condition (ii),
given in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, can then be alterna-
tively formulated in terms of energy scales only,
h¯  2	 and h¯  2E . (12)
Here, we have introduced the energy,
E = h¯/(2σcap), (13)
which will later turn out to characterize the energy carried by
an emitted pulse. Note that while the energy carried by the
pulse E is a relevant concept for the single-particle emission
from all three setups, the level width 	 is a parameter that only
describes the mesoscopic capacitor with its discrete spectrum
arising due to the confinement. In particular, 	 is independent
of the driving.
B. Lorentzian bias voltage
The conductor of setup B does not require a magnetic
field. In order to produce controlled single-particle excitations
in setup B, a time-dependent potential is applied to the left
contact μL(t )/(−e) ≡ Vb(t ) = δVb(t ) + Vb. Here, δVb(t ) and
Vb stand for the pure ac and dc components of the driving po-
tential Vb(t ), respectively, and −e (with e > 0) is the electron
charge. The application of a time-dependent bias voltage Vb(t )
leads to a spread in energy of the electronic states injected
from the left contact and impinging on the scatterer [47].
Therefore one has to relate the creation and annihilation op-
erators aˆ†L(E ) and aˆL(E ), for current-carrying states entering
the conductor after having been subject to the time-dependent
driving, to those deep in the contact, referred to as aˆ0†L (E ) and
aˆ0L(E ). Importantly, only the latter operators obey Fermi-Dirac
statistics, 〈aˆ0†L (E )aˆ0L(E ′)〉 = δ(E − E ′) fL(E ). The relation be-
tween the operators aˆL(E ) and aˆ0L(E ) is
aˆL(E ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
cL,n aˆ
0
L(E−n), (14)
with the amplitude cL,n,
cL,n =
∫ T
0
dt
T e
int e−iϕL(t ), (15)
basically defined as the Fourier coefficient of the phase factor
exp[−iϕL(t )], and the time-dependent phase being
ϕL(t ) = − eh¯
∫ t
0
dt ′ δVb(t ′). (16)
The amplitudes cL,n determine the probability |cL,n|2 that n
Floquet energy quanta h¯ are emitted (n < 0) or absorbed
(n > 0) in a scattering process. Note that in contrast to
the scattering matrix of setup A, these amplitudes given by
Eq. (15) are energy-independent.
Here, we are interested in a specific shape of the driv-
ing signal, namely, a periodically repeated Lorentzian-shaped
bias,
Vb(t ) = VT
∞∑
j=−∞
Lσlev (t − tlev − jT ), (17)
with the Lorentzian function Ly(x) = y[π (x2 + y2)]−1. The
voltage pulse is centered around tlev, which we refer to as the
particle emission time, and has a full width at half maximum
given by 2σlev. It has been theoretically predicted [49–51],
and later also verified in experiments [7,31], that under the
condition V = h¯/(−e), such a Lorentzian-shaped driving
signal leads to a noiseless emission of independent single-
electron excitations (one per period), known as levitons. This
is the regime, which we will address in this paper, where
equivalent to the condition given in Eq. (2), we require
σlev  1 to guarantee that pulses are well separated in time.
In this resonant regime, the amplitudes cL,n take the form
cL,n =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−2σlev e−nσlev ei(n+1)tlev n > −1,
−e−σlev n = −1,
0 n < −1.
(18)
C. Local time-dependent edge-state modulation
Setup C combines some of the properties of the previously
introduced setups A and B, see Fig. 1. Similar as in the
mesoscopic capacitor setup, the conductor is in the quantum
Hall regime and locally driven by applying a pure ac gate
voltage. However, no confinement is exploited here, instead—
similar as in setup B—it is the specifically chosen shape of the
driving gate voltage which leads to the noiseless emission of
particles (here both electrons and holes). The scattering matrix
describing the effect of the induced electric field on electrons
traversing the gated region is given by
Sloc(t, E ) = eiEτg/h¯e−iϕg(t )
= eiEτg/h¯
∞∑
n=−∞
cg,n e
−int . (19)
Here, τg denotes the traversal time of an electron passing
through the gated region. The amplitudes cg,n are defined
analogously to Eq. (15), with
ϕg(t ) = − eh¯
∫ t
t−τg
dt ′ δUloc(t ′). (20)
The relation between the internal potential δUloc(t ′) in the
interacting region and the potential δVg(t ) applied to the
gate can, as mentioned before, in general be fairly nontriv-
ial [54]. Here, for simplicity, we focus on the adiabatic-
response regime, requiring τRC  T . The RC-time, τRC =
RCμ, is the product of the Büttiker resistance [47,48] R =
h/(2e2), first experimentally demonstrated by Gabelli et al.
[58] and the total (electrochemical) capacitance Cμ, which for
a metallic gate is given by C−1μ = C−1 + C−1q , with the purely
electrostatic capacitance C and the quantum capacitance
Cq = τge2/h. In the adiabatic-response limit, one derives
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δUloc(t ) = (Cμ/Cq)δVg(t ) and
ϕg(t ) = 2π Cμ(−e)δVg(t ) . (21)
In order to obtain noiseless emission of electrons and holes in
this driving regime, the required ac gate potential is a smooth-
box potential
δVg(t ) = δVg2π Re
{
i ln
[
sin
(
[t − t (e)loc + iσloc]/2
)
sin
(
[t − t (h)loc + iσloc]/2
)]}− δVg2 ,
(22)
fulfilling the requirement CμδVg/(−e) = 1. Here, we assume
that the steps of the box are evenly distributed, i.e., t (h)loc −
t (e)loc = T /2, meaning that the emission time of electrons and
holes is half a period apart. Moreover, these pulses are well
separated in time if σloc  1. Then, the coefficients cg,n in
Eq. (19) read
cg,n =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
−2σloc e−nσloc eint (e)loc n > 0,
1 n = 0,
−2σloc enσloc eint (h)loc n < 0.
(23)
D. Common and distinct features
While all of the three introduced types of sources lead
to the emission of a regular stream of particles, which only
minimally excites the Fermi sea, they differ in their specific
setup and operation. Therefore, in a concrete experiment,
one type of single-particle source can have advantages or
disadvantages with respect to another. For example, setups A
and C involve edge states, which can be used as electronic
waveguides in quantum optics setups for electrons, but the
particle propagation along those edge states is also known to
imply complicated interaction-induced decoherence effects.
Setups B and C are very simple in their design, but require
careful tuning of the signal shape.
In what follows, we are going to discuss the currents of
these three different types of sources and the related noise in
different regimes, within the approximations fixed above. In
order to compare the properties of the currents from the three
sources, we take them to be characterized by equal widths and
emission times
σ ≡ σcap = σlev = σloc, (24)
t (e) ≡ tlev = t (e)cap(E = 0) = t (e)loc = 0, (25)
where we focus on one emission period and only display
electronic emission times.
In our comparison, we are particularly interested in the
influence of temperature [59–61]; we will demonstrate that
the different dependence of observables on temperature might
constitute a further reason to prefer one type of source instead
of the other. To make this comparison transparent, we define
two dimensionless parameters
αE := kBTE , (26)
α	 := kBT
	
, (27)
which are not fixed by the described conditions of adiabaticity
and emission of separate pulses. They define the ratio of
temperature with respect to the energy carried by the emitted
pulses (αE ), as well as to the driving-independent level width
of the capacitor’s energy spectrum (α	). It turns out that these
two parameters fully determine the temperature dependence of
the considered observables in the three single-particle sources.
Identifying furthermore the width of the pulses as relevant
timescale for the physics of the devices, and the energy
emitted per pulse as the relevant energy scale, we introduce
the dimensionless time and energy variables
˜t = t/σ, (28)
E˜ = E/E . (29)
Those four variables, Eqs. (26)–(29), will be used to make
our analytical and numerical findings more compact and
insightful.
III. TIME-RESOLVED CURRENTS
In order to understand how these relevant energy scales en-
ter the time-resolved charge and energy currents emitted from
the sources, it is helpful to consider the general expression for
currents in the right contact(
I (t )
IE (t )
)
= D
h
∞∑
n,=−∞
∫
dE
( −e
E + (n+)h¯2
)
× [ fL(E ) − fR(En)]
∫ T
0
dt ′
T e
in(t−t ′ )
×
∫ T
0
dt ′′
T e
−i(t−t ′′ )S∗(t ′, E )S(t ′′, E ); (30)
see also Appendix B. For the driven mesoscopic capacitor
(setup A) and the locally modulated edge state (setup C), the
subscript of the Fermi functions can be dropped. Moreover,
in order to describe the leviton emission (setup B), scattering
matrices have to be replaced by S(t, E ) → exp[−iϕL(t )].
First of all, it can be noticed that in Eq. (30), there is the
energy dependence given by the scattering matrix itself. This
energy dependence is always absent for the leviton emission
and also for the locally modulated edge state the energy
dependence of the scattering matrix does not contribute to
Eq. (30). However, also for the mesoscopic capacitor—when
driven slowly—the energy dependence of the scattering ma-
trix can be neglected, as long as it does not occur on energy
scales exceeding the one set by the driving. This latter is
given by the parameter E , as defined in Eq. (13). Importantly,
in Eq. (30), another energy scale enters through the Fermi
functions: the temperature. As soon as the energy scale given
by temperature, kBT is much bigger than the energy scale
set by the driving, E , or in other words, if the parameter
αE = kBT/E defined in Eq. (26) fulfils αE  1, the energy
dependence of the scattering matrix of the slowly driven
mesoscopic capacitor becomes relevant. Technically this im-
plies that for the low-temperature regime with αE = kBT/E 
1, we can perform the replacement S(t, E ) → S(t, 0), while
this replacement is not correct in the high-temperature regime
defined by αE = kBT/E  1.
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As a result, in the limits considered here, the time-resolved
currents going along with the single-particle emission from
the three sources have basically equivalent features when
αE  1. The only differences then stem from the fact that in
one driving period one electron and one hole are emitted from
the capacitor and the locally modulated edge state, while the
bias-driving results in the emission of particles of one polarity,
only. In what follows, we discuss features of time-resolved
currents for the leviton emission and the locally modulated
edge state always together with the low- to intermediate-
temperature regime (αE  1) of the mesoscopic capacitor,
since the behavior is basically equivalent.
Importantly, at higher temperatures, αE  1, the signal
emitted from the mesoscopic capacitor is modified—in con-
trast to the leviton and the signal emitted from the lo-
cally modulated edge state, which always keep their low-
temperature features.
A. Time-resolved charge current
1. Low and intermediate temperatures, αE  1
For a given period, the time-resolved charge current, see,
e.g., Ref. [55], takes the form
Icap/loc(˜t )
−e/σ =
D
π
{
1
˜t2 + 1 −
1(
˜t − T2σ
)2 + 1
}
, (31)
with the electron-emission followed by the hole-emission
after a half period. Here, we express the time-resolved current
as function of the dimensionless time ˜t = t/σ , as introduced
in Eq. (28). This clearly shows that the relevant timescale
for the particle emission is the pulse width σ ; we will hence
use this compact notation also in other analytic results for
time-resolved currents throughout this section. The specific
shape of Eq. (31) stems from our choice for the emission times
t (e) = 0 (corresponding to U = 0 for the driven capacitor).
The shape of the current is Lorentzian with the width σ
for both emission schemes, see setups A and C in Fig. 1.
The time-resolved current (31) is plotted as a solid red line
in Fig. 2(a). The leviton emission is described by the first
(electron-emission) component, only; see the black dashed
line in Fig. 2(a).
2. High temperature, αE  1
When the energy scale set by temperature exceeds the
energy E associated with the driving, the energy dependence
of the scattering matrix of the mesoscopic capacitor can be re-
solved even in the limit of slow driving. This yields important
differences in the current properties. The time-resolved charge
current emitted from the driven capacitor in this limit reads
Icap(t )
−e = D
∑
j=e,h
∂E ( j)res (t )
∂t
×
∫
dE
[
− ∂ f (E )
∂E
]
L	
(
E − E ( j)res (t )
)
. (32)
Here, we have introduced the emission energy E ( j)res (t ), defined
in Eq. (10). One can see that the energy dependence of
the scattering matrix, which is determined by the Lorentzian
FIG. 2. Charge current as a function of the dimensionless time
˜t = t/σ for αE = kBT/E = 10 and σ  1. (a) shows the charge
currents emitted from the driven capacitor or the locally modulated
edge state (setups A and C, respectively; see solid line) and from a
Lorentzian-shaped bias voltage pulse (setup B; see dashed line) for
relevant times of the whole driving period. Note the cut of the axis in
the center. (b) presents how the pulse emitted from the capacitor in
the first half-period (i.e., the electron-emission contribution) changes
with different values of α	 = kBT/	, while the leviton pulse and the
pulse emitted in setup C remain unaltered.
L	 with width 	, is irrelevant as long as α	 = kBT/	  1,
namely, as long as temperature is smaller than the energy-level
width of the capacitor spectrum. Hence, in this limit, the result
for the current is identical to the low-temperature result given
in Eq. (31).
In contrast, the energy dependence of the scattering matrix
becomes relevant, when the temperature reaches the level
width, α	  1, demonstrating that it is exactly this factor α	
which determines the temperature dependence of the time-
resolved current. For very large temperatures, α	  1, we
find that the current is strongly suppressed and has a shape
dictated by the derivative of the Fermi function,
Icap(t ) = eD
∑
j=e,h
∂ f (E ( j)res (t ))
∂t
. (33)
The role of the factor α	 , can be seen best from the explicit
result
I (e)cap(˜t )
−e/σ =
D
α	
· e
˜t/α	
[1 + e˜t/α	 ]2 . (34)
Here, for simplicity, we show the electron-emission contribu-
tion only. The hole-emission contribution is given by an equiv-
alent expression with an opposite sign. The general result,
obtained from carrying out the energy integration in Eq. (32),
is given in Appendix C 1. This general result is plotted in
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Fig. 2(b), where we show results for the time-resolved charge
current in all temperature regimes. The suppression of the
current for high temperatures, as well as the evolution of its
characteristic shape from a Lorentzian to a derivative of a
Fermi function become visible there.
B. Time-resolved energy current
1. Low and intermediate temperatures, αE  1
The time-resolved energy current at low temperatures has
very similar features as the charge current, Eq. (31), where an
energy E , is transported per pulse instead of a charge −e (or e
for holes),
IEcap/loc(˜t )
E/σ =
2D
π
{
1
[˜t2 + 1]2 +
1[(
˜t − T2σ
)2 + 1]2
}
. (35)
Note that both electron and hole pulses carry the same energy
and that the pulse shape is sharper than the one of the charge
current. Again, the leviton emission results in an energy
current described by the first (electron-emission) contribution,
only; see black dashed line in Fig. 3(a). The result for setups
A and C, Eq. (35), is plotted as a solid red line in Fig. 3(a).
2. High temperature, αE  1
The energy dependence of the scattering matrix of the
driven mesoscopic capacitor, which gets important in the
regime αE  1, has a much stronger effect on the energy
current than on the charge current. We find for the time-
resolved energy current from the driven capacitor
IEcap(t ) = D
∑
j=e,h
∂E ( j)res (t )
∂t
∫
dE
[
− ∂ f (E )
∂E
]
×
{
EL	
(
E − E ( j)res (t )
)
+ π h¯∂E
( j)
res (t )
∂t
[[
L	
(
E − E ( j)res (t )
)]2
+ E ∂
[
L	
(
E − E ( j)res (t )
)]2
∂E
]}
. (36)
Again, as long as α	  1, the same expression as Eq. (35) is
obtained. However, when temperature is of the order of 	 or
larger, the current gets significantly modified, see Appendix
C 2 for a full analytical expression. Equation (36) consists
formally of two contributions: one that is antisymmetric and
the other that is symmetric around the emission time. The
antisymmetric part has a shape similar to the time-resolved
charge current, given in Eq. (32). It can be understood as
the energy carried by each particle, and hence, it changes
its sign depending on whether the particle is injected above
or below the reference electrochemical potential, μR = 0.
Obviously, this term can only considerably contribute at
large temperatures, where states both above and below the
electrochemical potential are available for the single-particle
emission. The second, symmetric part is the one that yields the
low-temperature result for α	  1. The latter describes the
FIG. 3. Energy current as a function of the dimensionless time
˜t = t/σ for αE = kBT/E = 10 and σ  1. (a) and (b) are analo-
gous to those shown in Fig. 2 except that now the energy current is
presented. (c) illustrates both electron- and hole-emission contribu-
tions to the energy current emitted from the driven capacitor for two
selected values of α	 = kBT/	 plotted in (b).
energy injected into the conductor necessary for the excitation
of a particle in the presence of the Fermi sea. Temperature
also modifies this term, since the time at which this energy
is injected into the conductor depends on the broadening of
the level due to the coupling, 	, and on temperature. See
Appendix D for a more detailed discussion of the two con-
tributing terms. The characteristics of these two contributions
become particularly evident in the limit α	  1, where we
find the insightful form of the current
IEcap(t ) = D
∑
j=e,h
E ( j)res (t )
×
{
− ∂ f
(
E ( j)res (t )
)
∂t
+ h¯
2	
∂2 f (E ( j)res (t ))
∂t2
}
. (37)
Which of these two terms dominates depends both on α	 and
on αE , This is a fundamental difference with respect to the
time-resolved charge current, which—at high temperatures—
is governed exclusively by the coefficient α	 . It can be most
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clearly seen from the explicit evaluation of Eq. (37), leading
to
IE (e)cap (˜t )
E/σ = D
(˜t/α	 )e˜t/α	
[1 + e˜t/α	 ]2
× 	E
[
1 + 1
αE
tanh
(
˜t
2α	
)]
, (38)
where for simplicity, we show only the electron-emission
contribution. In Fig. 3(b), we display the time-resolved energy
current for different values of α	 , starting from the general
expression given in Appendix C 2. The more the temperature
increases with respect to the level width 	, the more the
properties of the time-resolved energy current change. The
peak at the emission time, found for low temperatures, evolves
into an antisymmetric curve, which vanishes in the vicinity of
the emission time. The energy transferred during the emission
of electrons and holes is then almost fully governed by the
temperature broadening of the Fermi sea: particles injected
at negative/positive energies lead to negative/positive energy
currents.4 The maximum and minimum of this close-to anti-
symmetric curve is shifted to t ≈ ±σα	 . It means that with
increasing temperature, particles can be emitted further and
further away from the time at which the level crosses the
Fermi energy of the reservoirs. Note, however, that a small
symmetric contribution always persists, guaranteeing that—
also at high temperatures—the average energy carried per
pulse is positive and given by DE .
IV. SPECTRAL CURRENTS
The spectral current allows to access the energetic dis-
tribution of emitted particles. It can be measured by insert-
ing scatterers with a specifically designed energy-dependent
transmission into a setup [8,62,63] or from measurements of
the charge current noise in the presence of an appropriately
tuned bias voltage [17,31]. The spectral current is given by
i(E ) = D
∞∑
n=−∞
|S(E , En)|2[ fL(En) − fR(E )] . (39)
Here, for the bias-voltage driven system and the locally mod-
ulated edge state (setups B and C) the absolue value squared
of the scattering matrix has to be replaced by the energy-
independent probabilities |cL,n|2 from Eq. (18) and |cg,n|2
from Eq. (23), respectively. However, also for the mesoscopic
capacitor, we get from Eq. (4) for n = 0
|Scap(E , En)|2 = (2σ )2e−2|n|σ =: |Sn|2, (40)
which is energy independent and equal to |cg,n|2 and to |cL,n|2
for n  0. It means that (in the regime considered here) the
spectral currents of the three sources are almost identical at all
temperatures, except for the fact that in the leviton case, only
electrons are emitted. Technically, in Eq. (39), this difference
4For the injection of a hole (absorption of an electron) in the second
half of the cycle, an equivalent feature is found, see Fig. 3(c): parti-
cles absorbed at positive/negative energies lead to negative/positive
energy currents.
FIG. 4. Spectral current emitted (a) from a time-dependently
driven capacitor (setup A) or a locally modulated edge state (setup
C), and (b) from a Lorentzian-shaped bias voltage (setup B) as a
function of the dimensionless energy E˜ = E/E for different values
of αE = kBT/E .
arises from the vanishing contributions to |cL,n|2 for negative
n and the constant part of the driving Vb = h¯/(−e) entering
the Fermi function fL(En), where it leads to an effective shift
of the energy index fL(En) → f (En−1). We find that this
behavior is in strong contrast to the time-resolved currents,
which, as discussed in the previous section, were shown to
have very different temperature-dependent characteristics.
A general evaluation of the sum in Eq. (39), see Ap-
pendix E, shows that the energy scale of the temperature only
enters the spectral current through the factor αE = kBT/E .
More generally, the energy E set by the driving, see Eq. (13),
turns out to be the relevant energy scale of the energy-resolved
current, which we therefore always express in terms of the
dimensionless energy E˜ = E/E in this section. Figure 4 illus-
trates the evolution of the spectral current with changing αE .
The analytical results for the limiting cases for small and large
temperatures elucidate the shape of the shown curves. In the
limit of vanishingly small temperatures, αE  1, the spectral
current as a function of the dimensionless energy E˜ = E/E is
given by
ilev(E˜ ) = 2σ D e−|E˜ |[θ (E˜ )], (41a)
icap/loc(E˜ ) = 2σ D e−|E˜ |[θ (E˜ ) − θ (−E˜ )]. (41b)
At low temperatures, the shape of the spectral current is,
thus, an exponential, see, e.g., Ref. [55], with a width in
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energy given by E . In the opposite limit of high temperatures,
αE  1, we find
ilev(E˜ ) = 2σ D
[
− ∂
∂E˜
+ 2 ∂
2
∂E˜2
]
1
1 + eE˜/αE , (42a)
icap/loc(E˜ ) = 2σ D
[
2
∂2
∂E˜2
]
1
1 + eE˜/αE , (42b)
namely, a rounding of the signal with the shape dictated by
derivatives of the Fermi function.
The conclusion from these results is that while the time-
resolved current emitted from the bias driving and the local
modulation of an edge state (setups B and C) are not affected
by temperature, the time-integrated, energy-resolved currents
(i.e., the spectral currents) are actually strongly affected. Nev-
ertheless, the average energy transported by a single-particle
pulse emitted from any of the three sources is not altered,∫
dtIE (t ) = E2T ∫ dE˜E˜ i(E˜ ) = DE , independent of tempera-
ture.
V. ZERO-FREQUENCY NOISE
In this section, we study zero-frequency noise of charge
and energy currents, as well as the mixed charge-energy
current noise. In general, the study of correlation functions
of this type yields additional information about a setup. This
important observable has indeed been heavily exploited in
the field of quantum optics with electrons based on single-
electron sources. One reason is that the charge-current noise
is a measure of the precision of the source [53,64–72].
But the charge-current noise has also been used to identify
correlations in Hanbury Brown-Twiss and Hong-Ou-Mandel
setups or interferometer setups. With the help of the latter
setups also the energy distributions of injected signals could
be determined. Recently, measurements of the noise have even
been performed for tomography with the aim to reconstruct
the full single-particle coherence [16,19,27]. Also the energy-
(or heat-) current noise [40,41], or even the mixed noise
between charge and energy currents [42], have recently been
suggested as a tool to analyze setups with single-electron
sources. Here, we investigate how these different types of
noise are influenced by temperature effects and demonstrate
that—except for the mixed noise—the results do not depend
on the type of a source from which particles are injected.
A. Charge-current noise
The charge-current noise of the mesoscopic capacitor is
found to be
P IIcap =
2e2
h
D2kBT
+ e
2
h
D(1 − D)
∞∑
n=−∞
|Sn|2nh¯ coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)
. (43)
Note that only the energy-independent absolute value of the
scattering matrix enters here. The same equation holds for
the locally modulated edge state, where the absolute value
squared of the scattering matrix is identical to the one of
the driven mesoscopic capacitor. Employing an equivalent
argument as in Sec. IV, we find the same result for the charge-
current noise of the leviton emission with the only difference
that only positive n contribute to the sum in Eq. (43).
The similarity of the results for the three different sources
stems from the fact that the zero-frequency noise averages out
the effect of timescales of the order of the wave-packet size.
An influence of the level broadening of the mesoscopic ca-
pacitor, entering time-resolved currents through the parameter
α	 = kBT/	, on the zero-frequency noise of these sources
emitting well-separated particle pulses, is therefore not ex-
pected. The following calculation will confirm this, not only
for the charge current noise but also for the energy-current
noise and mixed noise. In what follows, we will carefully
analyze how temperature affects the noise of all three studied
single-particle sources and point out crucial differences due to
differences in the injected number and polarity of particles.
In the zero-temperature limit, Eq. (43) yields the well-
known result for the shot noise [21,64],
P II (kBT → 0) ≡ P II0-sh =
e2
T D(1 − D)N, (44a)
with N denoting the number of injected particles. This number
equals N = 1 for the leviton-injection, whereas N = 2 for the
driven mesoscopic capacitor and the locally modulated edge
state. For temperatures different from zero (namely, larger
than the smallest energy scale of the problem, kBT > h¯),
we find
P II = P IIth + P II0-sh + P IIT -sh. (44b)
The three contributions to Eq. (44b) are the well-known
thermal noise
P IIth =
2e2
h
DkBT, (44c)
which is independent of the driving, the zero-temperature shot
noise, P II0-sh as given in Eq. (44a), and a third contribution
arising from shot noise at finite temperatures
P IIT -sh =
2e2
T D(1 − D)N
[
α2Eψ
(1)(αE ) − 1
]
, (44d)
with ψ (n)(z) being the polygamma function of order n.
In Fig. 5, we show the full charge-current noise P IIcap for
the mesoscopic capacitor (i.e., with N = 2, solid gray line), as
well as its separate contributions as decomposed in Eqs. (44).
Except for the thermal noise, which is driving independent,
P IIcap depends on temperature uniquely through the parameter
αE = kBT/E ,5 which compares the energy scale set by tem-
perature, kBT , to the energy scale set by the driving, E . We
choose this parameter αE as the plotting parameter for all plots
of zero-frequency noise presented in this section. As long
as 2kBT < h¯ (or equivalently αE < σ ), the thermal noise
plays no important role with respect to the zero-temperature
shot noise, which is fully induced by the driving. The shot
5As expected, the broadening of the capacitor level is not a relevant
energy scale for the shot noise in the single-particle emission regime
considered in this paper, since the (energy-dependent) emission times
do not enter the noise expression.
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FIG. 5. Charge-current noise of the driven mesoscopic capacitor
(setup A), which is identical to the one of setup C, shown as a
function of αE = kBT/E . Importantly, for setup B only the ther-
mal contribution P IIth is the same, whereas the driving-dependent
contributions, P II0-sh and P IIT -sh, differ by an overall factor 2. Three
separate contributions, following Eq. (44b), are shown additionally.
We choose D = 0.5 and σ = 0.01.
noise at finite temperatures exceeds the zero-temperature con-
tribution only for αE > 1. However, in the resonant limit,
σ  1, this crossover takes place solely in a regime, where
the thermal noise is already the dominant noise contribution.
B. Energy-current noise
The energy-current noise of a time-dependently driven
system, in general, consists of a transport contribution, which
in the zero-temperature limit yields the shot noise, and an
interference contribution [40,53]. The latter—in contrast to
the interference part of the charge-current noise—depends on
the driving and is nonzero even at zero temperatures. The gen-
eral expression for the energy-current noise of the capacitor
written in terms of scattering matrices, equivalent to Eq. (43),
is lengthy, and hence, included only in Appendix F. How-
ever, there, we also show that, in the single-particle emission
regime considered here, both contributions are independent
of the (energy-dependent) emission times of the scattering
matrix. This confirms the statement made in Sec. V A, namely,
that the (energy- and charge-current) noise do not depend
on the specific time-resolved shape of the emitted current
pulses. As a result, not only the charge-current noise, but
also the energy-current noise of the three sources discussed
in this paper differ from each other only due to the number of
injected particles.
We now analyze the temperature-dependence of the
energy-current noise. In the zero-temperature limit, one ob-
tains
PEE (kBT → 0) ≡ PEE0-int + PEE0-sh (45a)
= E
2
T D
2N + E
2
T 2D(1 − D)N, (45b)
where the first term is the zero-temperature interference
contribution and the second one corresponds to the zero-
temperature shot noise stemming from the transport part.
FIG. 6. Energy-current noise of the driven mesoscopic capacitor
(setup A), which is identical to the one of setup C, plotted as a
function of αE = kBT/E . Importantly, for setup B, only the ther-
mal contribution PEEth is the same, whereas all remaining, driving-
dependent contributions differ by an overall factor 2. Separate con-
tributions, following Eqs. (45), are shown additionally. (a) presents
the pure thermal noise and the zero-temperature as well as the finite-
temperature contributions of the combined transport and interference
part. (b) illustrates the decomposition of the transport (shot) and
interference part separately. We choose D = 0.5 and σ = 0.01.
When temperature gets larger (kBT > h¯), we find
PEE = PEEth + PEE0-int + PEE0-sh + PEET -int + PEET -sh. (45c)
Thermal noise (namely, the driving-independent part of the
interference contribution) is given by
PEEth =
2π2
3h
D(kBT )3. (45d)
In addition, both the interference and the transport part get
driving-dependent thermal contributions
PEET -int =
2E2
T D
2N
[
α2Eψ
(1)(αE ) − 1
]
, (45e)
PEET -sh =
2E2
3T D(1 − D)N
{
α4Eψ
(3)(αE ) − 6
+π2α2E
[
α2Eψ
(1)(αE ) − 1/2
]}
. (45f)
In Fig. 6, we show the full energy-current noise, as well
as its separate contributions. The main contribution to the
total energy-current noise [plotted in panel (a) as the solid
gray line] is given by the sum of zero-temperature transport
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and interference parts [plotted in panel (a) as the finely
dashed green line] up to temperatures fulfilling the condition
2(kBT )3 ≈ E2/T , or equivalently αE ≈ 3
√
σ . It means that
the parameter αE , at which thermal noise starts to play a
role is much larger than for the charge-current noise. The
driving-dependent thermal contributions for the energy cur-
rent become relevant at αE ≈ 1, but stay well below the pure
thermal noise. This behavior is analogous to that found for the
charge-current noise. Finally, all the transport and interference
contributions are plotted separately in Fig. 6(b). One can
observe there, that the transport part is much more affected by
temperature than the interference part. We note that a separate
readout of transport and interference contributions is enabled
by their different D dependence.
C. Mixed noise
Last but not least, we present results for the mixed zero-
frequency correlator of charge and energy currents. The mixed
noise between charge and energy has been addressed little so
far [73–75], in particular, in time-dependently driven systems
as the ones considered here [39,42,44,45]. It yields a measure
for the amount of correlations between charge and energy
flow; here we show that it constitutes a further observable for
spectroscopy for only one of the studied single-particle source
implementations. The general expression for the mixed noise
from the driven capacitor and the locally modulated edge state
is given by
P IEcap =
−e
2h
D(1 − D)
∞∑
n=−∞
|Sn|2(nh¯)2 coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)
. (46)
Due to the pure ac driving of setups A and C, going along with
the emission of an equal number of electrons and holes, the
mixed noise vanishes identically, P IEcap/loc ≡ 0. Technically,
this arises from the fact that the first two factors in the sum
in Eq. (46) are even, see also Eq. (40), while the third one
is odd. Instead, for the leviton emission [42], as realized in
setup B, one finds a finite contribution due to the asymmetry
induced by the pure electron emission (or equivalently, by
the nonvanishing zero-component of the bias). We can hence
conclude that zero-frequency mixed noise only arises in the
presence of a dc bias voltage, namely, when the number of
emitted electrons and holes differ from each other. In the zero-
temperature limit, the shot noise contribution to the mixed
noise reads
P IE (kBT → 0) ≡ P IE0-sh =
−eE
T D(1 − D)δN, (47a)
with the difference between injected electrons and holes:
δN = 1 (setup B) and δN = 0 (setup A and C). For finite
temperatures (kBT > h¯), there are only two additional con-
tributions to the mixed noise,
P IE = P IE0-sh + P IET -sh + P IET -int. (47b)
We see that there is no pure thermal contribution. The full
interference contribution is both temperature- and driving-
dependent,
P IET -int =
e2
h
D2δNVbkBT = −eET D
2δNαE , (47c)
FIG. 7. Mixed charge-energy current noise, plotted as a func-
tion of αE = kBT/E , for the Lorentzian-shaped bias voltage driving
(setup B) leading to emission of levitons. We choose D = 0.5 and
σ = 0.01.
with Vb = h¯/(−e). The thermal contribution to the shot
noise (transport part) is given by
P IET -sh =
−eE
T D(1 − D)δN
[− α3Eψ (2)(αE ) − 1]. (47d)
Figure 7 presents the full mixed noise and its separate
contributions. As for the other noise expressions, the driving-
dependent thermal transport and interference parts of P IElev
contribute with equal weight starting from αE ≈ 1.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have analyzed the characteristics of time-resolved
charge and energy, as well as spectral currents, together
with the zero-frequency correlators of charge and energy cur-
rents of single-electron sources, which emit noiseless single-
particle pulses as minimal excitations of the Fermi sea. The
main focus is on how these observables vary for different
types of single-electron source and on the analysis of the tem-
perature dependence of the observables. The relevant types of
single-electron sources, which we consider in this paper are
as follows: (setup A) a driven mesoscopic capacitor emitting
single particles due to a pure ac gate driving of a confined
region with a discrete energy spectrum; (setup B) leviton
emission taking place due to a time-dependent bias voltage
(with a nonvanishing dc component Vb) in the absence of any
confinement in the conductor; (setup C) an emission scheme
not relying on the confinement but allowing for electron and
hole emission due to a local modulation of an edge state.
The inherent properties of these sources lead to the fol-
lowing observable effects in the analyzed quantities. First
of all, due to the discrete spectrum of the driven capacitor,
leading to an energy dependence of its scattering matrix, the
time-resolved charge and energy currents for such a source
are strongly temperature-dependent. In particular, the ratio
between the driving-independent level broadening 	, Eq. (11),
and temperature plays an important role here. This behavior
is in contrast to that for the leviton emission and the locally
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modulated edge state, where temperature has no impact on
time-resolved currents.
Furthermore, when looking at spectral currents and zero-
frequency noises, the discrete spectrum of the mesoscopic
capacitor leading to an energy dependence of the scattering
matrix plays no role. Instead, it is the energy dependence of
the Fermi functions, which entirely determines temperature-
dependent effects. Indeed, the temperature dependence of the
spectral current and noises is fully governed by the ratio be-
tween driving dependent quantities, namely, the frequency 
or the energy emitted per pulse E , as compared to temperature.
This strong temperature-dependence is carefully analyzed in
this manuscript. Major differences in the observed quantities
for different sources then result from the number of emitted
particles and from the spectral weight of particles at positive
and negative energies (differing for electrons and holes).
Interestingly, the mixed charge-energy current noise has a
special role: it requires a nonvanishing dc component of the
bias Vb, and thus, it vanishes identically in setups A and C,
where electrons are emitted from a pure ac gate-driving.
These fundamental properties of the major observables
used for analysis in quantum optics with electrons, which can
be ascribed to variations of a small set of relevant parameters
(σ , α	 , and αE ), are expected to be important for future
studies of setups containing any of the three single-particle
sources analyzed in this paper. Specifically, it will help to
distinguish the fundamental source properties, analyzed in
this paper, from other features arising in complex setups, fed
by these single-particle sources. These latter features could
result from interaction effects leading to decoherence during
propagation along edge states, from controlled two-particle
effects in interferometers with several synchronized sources,
or from scattering at impurities, to give some examples.
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APPENDIX A: CURRENTS AND NOISE—DEFINITIONS
In this Appendix, we define the charge and energy current
operators, their expectation values, and their correlations.
These expressions can also be found in textbooks and reviews,
such as, Refs. [55,76]. For the charge and energy current
operators in contact α, we have
ˆIα (t ) = − eh
∫ ∞
−∞
dEdE ′ ˆiα (E , E ′) ei(E−E ′ )t/h¯, (A1)
with e > 0, as well as
ˆIEα (t ) =
1
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dEdE ′
E + E ′
2
ˆiα (E , E ′) ei(E−E ′ )t/h¯. (A2)
The operator ˆiα (E , E ′) = ˆb†α (E ) ˆbα (E ′) − aˆ†α (E )aˆα (E ′) con-
tains creation and annihilation operators for incoming
[ ˆb†α (E ) ˆbα (E ′)] and outgoing [aˆ†α (E )aˆα (E ′)] fluxes in contact
α. For simplicity, we restrict the present analysis to the case
of a single transport channel, which can be extended to the
general multi-channel case, e.g., as done in Ref. [40]. The
incoming and outgoing scattering states are related to each
other through a scattering matrix
ˆbα (En) =
∑
β=L,R
∞∑
m=−∞
Sαβ (En, Em)aˆβ (Em), (A3)
with Em ≡ E + mh¯, and mh¯ (for m ∈ Z) standing for the
amount of absorbed or emitted energy quanta in a scattering
process. See the main text for specific expressions.
In order to obtain the time-resolved charge and energy
currents, Iα (t ) and IEα (t ), the expectation values of Eqs. (A1)
and (A2), respectively, have to be calculated
Iα (t ) = 〈 ˆIα (t )〉 and IEα (t ) = 〈 ˆIEα (t )〉, (A4)
where 〈. . .〉 denotes the quantum statistical average. More-
over, the time-averaged charge and energy currents, ¯Iα and ¯IEα ,
can be derived by integrating Eq. (A4) over one period T , that
is, ¯Iα =
∫ T
0 dt〈 ˆIα (t )〉/T and ¯IEα =
∫ T
0 dt〈 ˆIEα (t )〉/T .
The fluctuations of charge and energy currents are accessi-
ble through the (generalized) zero-frequency noise,
PXYαβ =
∫ T
0
dt
T
∫ ∞
−∞
dt ′ 〈Xα (t )Yβ (t + t ′)〉. (A5)
The current fluctuation,  ˆX (t ) = ˆX (t ) − 〈 ˆX (t )〉, is kept gen-
eral here, and will in the following be replaced by the fluctua-
tions of the relevant current operators, ˆI or ˆIE .
APPENDIX B: GENERAL EXPRESSIONS
FOR CURRENTS AND NOISES
Here, we present general expressions for the currents
and their correlators describing a situation where both time-
dependent driving of the contacts, as well as a time-dependent
scatterer, such as the driven mesoscopic capacitor or the
locally modulated edge state, can be present in the same setup.
For this reason, we incorporate both the Floquet scattering
matrix of the central region, Sαβ (En, Em), as well as coef-
ficients accounting for the driving of the bias voltage, cα,m
with α = L or R. Employing Eqs. (A1) and (A2), we find the
general expression for the time-resolved charge and energy
currents to be
I (E )α (t ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
e−int I (E )α,n (B1)
with6(
Iα,n
IEα,n
)
= 1
h
∑
β
∞∑
m,q=−∞
∫
dE
( −e
E + nh¯2
)
×{S∗αβ (E , Em)Sαβ (En, Em+q )Fβ,q(Em)
− S∗αβ (E , Em)Sαβ (En−q, Em)Fα,q(E )}, (B2)
6Note that we make the following assumption for current (and
noise) measurements in setups with time-dependent bias driving:
the detection of the signal is always assumed to take place before
particles scattered at the central scattering region enter again the
region of time-dependent bias driving.
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with the auxiliary function Fα,q(E ) defined as
Fα,q(E ) =
∞∑
l=−∞
c∗α,l cα,l+q fα (E−l ). (B3)
Note that Fα,q(E ) has a clear physical interpretation only for
q = 0, representing then an effective nonequilibrium distri-
bution function induced by the ac driving in contact α. This
function,
f˜α (E ) ≡ Fα,0(E ) =
∞∑
l=−∞
|cα,l |2 fα (E−l ), (B4)
takes into account the fact that in the presence of the ac driving
also states originating from energies, which differ from E by
an integer multiple of h¯, contribute to transport at energy E
[40].
Furthermore, from Eqs. (B1) and (B2), one can obtain the
time-averaged currents, corresponding to the term for n = 0
in the series (B1),
¯I (E )α =
∫ T
0
dt
T I
(E )
α (t ) = I (E )α,0 . (B5)
An equivalent procedure for deriving the time-averaged cur-
rents involves calculation of energy integrals over a spec-
tral current iα (E ), that is, ¯Iα = −e
∫
dE iα (E )/h, and ¯IEα =∫
dE Eiα (E )/h, with
iα (E ) =
∑
β
∞∑
m,q=−∞
S∗αβ (E , Em)Sαβ (E , Em+q )
× [Fβ,q(Em) − δq0 Fα,q(E )]. (B6)
While the previous equations for the current operators,
Eqs. (A1) and (A2), were kept on a very general level, here
we have explicitly evaluated expectation values of the occupa-
tions of incoming current states, leading to the occurrence of
the Fermi function fα (E ) = {1 + exp[(E − μα )/(kBT )]}−1.
Note that the time-resolved charge current and the spectral
current are two different marginals of the so-called Wigner
function [59,77] Wα (¯t, E ):
Iα (¯t ) = e
∫
dE Wα (¯t, E ), (B7)
iα (E ) = h
∫
d ¯t Wα (¯t, E ). (B8)
The Wigner function is given by
Wα (¯t, E ) =
∫
dτ eiEτ/h¯Gα (¯t + τ/2; ¯t − τ/2), (B9)
which is the partial Fourier transform of the first order elec-
tronic correlation function (Glauber function), Gα (t ′; t ) [16]
with respect to the time difference τ = t − t ′ at the average
time ¯t = (t + t ′)/2. This correlation function for emitted par-
ticles from any of the three single-particle sources discussed
here can be written as
Gα (t ; t ′) =
∑
β
∑
m,n,q
1
h
∫
dE eiEt/h¯e−iEnt ′/h¯
×{S∗αβ (E , Em) Sαβ (En, Em+q )Fβ,q(Em)
− S∗αβ (E , Em) Sαβ (En−q, Em)Fα,q(E )}. (B10)
Interestingly, one can show that also the dependence of the
Wigner function on the temperature can uniquely be expressed
by the two parameters α	 = kBT/	 and αE = kBT/E , intro-
duced in this paper. A detailed discussion of this interesting
temperature-dependence is beyond the scope of this paper and
is postponed to a future publication.
Finally, we also express the noise (A5) in terms of Floquet
scattering matrices and Fermi functions:
PXYαβ =
1
h
∫
dE
∞∑
q,l,k=−∞
xyq+l
{
δαβ δq0 δk0 Fα,l (E )[δl0 − Fα,−l (El )] − S∗αβ (E , Eq )Sαβ (E , Eq+k )
× Fβ,l (Eq)[δkl − Fβ,k−l (Eq+l )] − S∗βα (Eq+l , El )Sβα (Eq+l , Ek )Fα,k (E )[δl0 − Fα,−l (El )]
+
∑
γ λ
∞∑
n,m=−∞
S∗αγ (E , En)Sαλ(E , Em+k )S∗βλ(Eq+l , Em)Sβγ (Eq+l , En+l )Fγ ,l (En)[δk0 − Fλ,k (Em)]
⎫⎬⎭. (B11)
In the equation above, we use a compact notation for the charge-current (P IIαβ), energy-current (PEEαβ ) and mixed noise (P IEαβ
and PEIαβ ), which can be obtained by doing the replacements x → {−e, E} and yq+l → {−e, Eq+l} for X,Y → {I, E}. Notice the
notation used for distinguishing different types of noise where, for the sake of brevity, the superscript ‘E’ refers to the energy
current IE .
In order to relate these general expressions to the three setups discussed in the main text, the Floquet scattering matrices
Sαβ (En, Em) have to be replaced by elements of the following matrices:
SA(En, Em) =
(√
1 − D Scap(En, Em) δnm
√
D√
D Scap(En, Em) −δnm
√
1 − D
)
(B12)
for the setup with the driven mesoscopic capacitor,
SB(En, Em) = δnm
(√
1 − D √D√
D −√1 − D
)
(B13)
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for the time-dependent bias voltage driving and
SC(En, Em) =
(√
1 − D eiEmτg/h¯cg,n−m δnm
√
D√
D eiEmτg/h¯cg,n−m −δnm
√
1 − D
)
(B14)
for the locally modulated edge state. Furthermore, in the cases A and C, namely, in the absence of a bias driving, only the
amplitudes cL,0 and cR,0 contribute to the observables discussed in this section.
APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC RESULTS FOR TIME-RESOLVED CURRENTS
1. Charge current
The high-temperature (αE  1) expression for the charge current Icap(t ) for arbitrary α	 is obtained by performing explicitly
the energy integration in Eq. (32), which yields
Icap(t ) = eD2π
∑
j=e,h
[
∂t E ( j)res (t )
]{
π∂EA	 (E )
∣∣
E=E ( j)res (t ) +
β
2π
Re (1)−
(
β
2π
[
E (k)res (t ) + i	
])}
. (C1)
For the sake of notational brevity, in the equation above and henceforth, we use β ≡ 1/(kBT ), and also employ the short notation
∂x ≡ ∂/∂x for derivatives. The auxiliary functions are defined as

(n)
± (z) = ψ (n)(1/2 + iz) ± ψ (n)(1/2 − iz) and A	 (E ) = 2Re f (E + i	), (C2)
with ψ (n)(z) denoting the polygamma function of order n. Below we provide the explicit expression for the electron-emission
contribution to the charge current,
I (e)cap(˜t )
−e/σ =
D
2πα	
{
π
1 + cosh(˜t/α	 ) cos(1/α	 )
[cosh(˜t/α	 ) + cos(1/α	 )]2 −
1
2π
Re (1)−
(
1
2πα	
[˜t + i]
)}
, (C3)
where the time t is now scaled to the temporal width σ , that is, ˜t = t/σ , and we have used Eq. (10) for the emission energy
E (e)res (t ), which implies our choice of t (e)cap(E = 0) = 0. This equation is used to plot results shown in Fig. 2.
2. Energy current
Analogously as in the previous section, one can also derive the high-temperature (αE  1) expression for the energy current
IEcap(t ) for arbitrary α	 by calculating in Eq. (36) the integrals with respect to energy,
IEcap(t ) =
∑
j=e,h
{
IE ( j)cap,s(t ) + IE ( j)cap,as(t )
}
, (C4)
where
IE ( j)cap,s(t ) = −
D
2π
[
∂t E ( j)res (t )
]{
E ( j)res (t )
[
π ∂EA	 (E )|E=E ( j)res (t ) +
β
2π
Re (1)−
(
β
2π
[
E ( j)res (t ) + i	
])]
+ 	
[
π ∂EB	 (E )|E=E ( j)res (t ) −
β
2π
Im (1)−
(
β
2π
[
E ( j)res (t ) + i	
])]}
, (C5)
and
IE ( j)cap,as(t ) =
Dh¯
4π
[
∂t E ( j)res (t )
]2{ 1
	
E ( j)res (t )
[
π ∂2EA	 (E )|E=E ( j)res (t ) −
β2
(2π )2 Im
(2)
+
(
β
2π
[
E ( j)res (t ) + i	
])]
+ 	
[
π ∂3EA	 (E )|E=E ( j)res (t ) −
β3
(2π )3 Re
(3)
−
(
β
2π
[
E ( j)res (t ) + i	
])]
− E ( j)res (t )
[
π ∂3EB	 (E )|E=E ( j)res (t ) +
β3
(2π )3 Im
(3)
−
(
β
2π
[
E ( j)res (t ) + i	
])]}
. (C6)
Recall that the auxiliary functions  (n)η (z) and A	 (E ) are given by Eqs. (C2), while
B	 (E ) = −2Im f (E + i	). (C7)
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Furthermore, one can show that, for instance, the electron-emission contributions to the energy current take the explicit form
[with ˜t ≡ t/σ ]
IE (e)cap,s(˜t )
E/σ =
D
2π
· 	E
{
˜t
α	
[
π
1 + cosh(˜t/α	 ) cos(1/α	 )
[cosh(˜t/α	 ) + cos(1/α	 )]2 −
1
2π
Re (1)−
(
1
2πα	
[˜t + i ]
)]
+ 1
α	
[
π
sinh(˜t/α	 ) sin(1/α	 )
[cosh(˜t/α	 ) + cos(1/α	 )]2 +
1
2π
Im (1)−
(
1
2πα	
[˜t + i ]
)]}
(C8)
and
IE (e)cap,as(˜t )
E/σ =
D
2π
{
˜t
α2	
[
π sinh(˜t/α	 )2 − cos
2(1/α	 ) + cosh(˜t/α	 ) cos(1/α	 )
[cosh(˜t/α	 ) + cos(1/α	 )]3 −
1
(2π )2 Im
(2)
+
(
1
2πα	
[˜t + i ]
)]
+ 1
α3	
[
π CA(˜t, α	 ) − 1(2π )3 Re
(3)
−
(
1
2πα	
[˜t + i ]
)]
− ˜t
α3	
[
π CB(˜t, α	 ) + 1(2π )3 Im
(3)
−
(
1
2πα	
[˜t + i ]
)]}
, (C9)
where the auxiliary functions CA(˜t, α	 ) and CB(˜t, α	 ) are given by
CA(˜t, α	 ) = 1[cosh (˜t/α	)+ cos(1/α	 )]4
{
3 − cosh(2˜t/α	 ) + 2 sinh2(˜t/α	 ) cos(2/α	 )
− 1
2
cosh(˜t/α	 ) cos(1/α	 )[−6 + cos(2/α	 ) + cosh(2˜t/α	 )]
}
, (C10)
CB(˜t, α	 ) = − sinh(˜t/α	 ) sin(1/α	 ) cos(2/α	 ) + cosh(2
˜t/α	 ) − 8 cosh(˜t/α	 ) cos(1/α	 ) − 10
2[cosh(˜t/α	 ) + cos(1/α	 )]4 . (C11)
These equations are used to plot results shown in Fig. 3 as well as Fig. 8.
APPENDIX D: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
TIME-RESOLVED ENERGY CURRENT
In this brief Appendix, we separately present plots of
the antisymmetric and symmetric contribution of the time-
resolved energy current of the capacitor, IEcap,s(t ) and IEcap,as(t ),
in the high-temperature limit, as given in Eq. (36) and ex-
plicitly evaluated in Eqs. (C5) and (C6). For simplicity, we
only show the electronic part, cf. Eqs. (C8) and (C9); the hole
emission yields equivalent results shifted by one half of the
period. Panels (a) and (b) in the left column of Fig. 8 show
the behavior for fixed αE = 10 for different values of α	 . We
see that with increasing α	 , an antisymmetric contribution
arises, which is fully absent in the zero-temperature limit.
For α	  1, the absolute value of the maximum/minimum
values of this contribution stop increasing. Subsequently,
merely a broadening, going along with a shift of the time at
which the maximum/minimum occurs, tmax ≈ ±σα	 , can be
observed.
The symmetric component, IEcap,s(t ), shown in panel (b)
has a very different behavior as function of α	 . The peak
at t = 0, which is observed at zero temperature, splits into
two peaks, again with maxima occurring at approximately
tmax ≈ ±α	σ , and with the temperature broadening. The in-
tegral over the whole curve remains constant with changing
α	 .
Interestingly, the influence of αE , shown in panels (c)
and (d) in the right column of Fig. 8 barely results in an
overall increase of the weight of the antisymmetric part of
the function IEcap(t ). The symmetric contribution is completely
independent of the factor αE .
This behavior reflects that explicitly presented in Eq. (38)
for α	  1. Note, however, that the plots shown in this
Appendix are not restricted to the regime of α	  1.
APPENDIX E: ANALYTIC RESULTS FOR
SPECTRAL CURRENTS
1. Time-dependently driven mesoscopic capacitor (setup A) and
locally modulated edge state (setup C)
In the case of the time-dependently driven mesoscopic
capacitor and the locally modulated edge state, one employs
Eq. (4) for |S(E , En)|2 and the equivalent expression from
Eq. (19) [in combination with Eq. (23)], respectively, so that
Eq. (39) reads
icap/loc(E )= (2σ )2D
∞∑
n=0
e−2nσ [ f (En) + f (E−n) − 2 f (E )].
(E1)
Next, in the limit αE  1 considered here,7 one can convert
the sum in Eq. (E1) into an integral over ω = nh¯/(kBT ),
icap/loc(E ) = 2σ D αE
∫ ∞
0
dω e−ωαE [ f (E + ωkBT )
+ f (E − ωkBT ) − 2 f (E )]. (E2)
7Note that, strictly speaking, the condition kBT  h¯, which is
weaker than αE  1, is sufficient for the transformation from the sum
into an integral.
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FIG. 8. Electron-contribution to the time-resolved energy current emitted from the driven mesoscopic capacitor (setup A) as a function of
the dimensionless time ˜t = t/σ . Here, the high-temperature limit, αE = kBT/E > 1 is considered for different values of αE and α	 = kBT/	.
We present the antisymmetric IEcap,as(t ) and symmetric IEcap,s(t ) contributions to Eq. (36) separately.
From there we obtain with the help of the definition of the
(Gauss) hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b, c; z) [78],
icap/loc(E˜ )
= 2σD
{
tanh
(
E˜
2αE
)
+ 2F˜1(αE ; e−E˜/αE ) − 2F˜1(αE ; eE˜/αE )
}
,
(E3)
where the dimensionless energy E˜ = E/E has been intro-
duced, and
2F˜1(αE ; z) = αE1 + αE z2F1(1, 1 + αE , 2 + αE ; −z). (E4)
Results corresponding to Eq. (E3) are plotted in Fig. 4(a).
2. Lorentzian bias driving (setup B)
In order to evaluate the sum in Eq. (39) for the spectral
current in the case of the Lorentzian bias driving, let us first
replace |S(E , En)|2 by |cL,n|2 given by Eq. (18) and use that
V b = h¯/(−e),
ilev(E ) = (2σ )2D
∞∑
n=0
e−2nσ [ f (En) − f (E )]. (E5)
Then, as discussed in the previous subsection, one can write
ilev(E ) = 2σ D αE
∫ ∞
0
dω e−ωαE [ f (E + ωkBT ) − f (E )].
(E6)
With the help of the hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b, c; z),
the equation above can be shown to have the following form:
ilev(E˜ ) = 2σ D
[
1
1 + e−E˜/αE − 2F˜1(αE ; e
E˜/αE )
]
. (E7)
Equation (E7) has been used to plot results shown in Fig. 4(b).
APPENDIX F: DERIVATION OF THE
ENERGY-CURRENT NOISE
In this Appendix, we derive the general expressions for
the noises in setup A, based on a mesoscopic capacitor.
Using Eqs. (B11) and (B12) in the absence of a bias driving
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Fα,q(E ) = δq,0 fα (E ), we find
PXYcap =
1
h
∞∑
n=−∞
{
D(1 − D)
∫
dE xy |Scap(E , E−n)|2AnLR(E ) + D2
[
δn0
∫
dE xy F 0,0RR (E )
+
∞∑
k,l=−∞
∫
dE xyn S∗cap(E , E−l )Scap(En, E−l )S∗cap(En, E−k )Scap(E , E−k ) F l,kLL (E )
⎤⎦⎫⎬⎭, (F1)
where we have introduced two auxiliary functions F n,mαβ (E ) and Aqαβ (E ) defined as
F n,mαβ (E ) ≡ fα (E−n)[1 − fβ (E−m)] and Aqαβ (E ) ≡ F q,0αβ (E ) + F 0,qβα (E ). (F2)
First of all, it can be seen that formally Eq. (F1) consists of two types of terms—the first ∝ D(1 − D) and the second ∝ D2—
which have a clear physical interpretation [40,53]. Specifically, the term ∝ D(1 − D) describes correlations generated by the
exchange of particles between two different reservoirs, and hence, it is often referred to as the transport part of the noise.
Conversely, the term ∝ D2, the so-called interference part of the noise, represents correlations due to the exchange of particles
between states with different energies in the same reservoir.
Unlike for the charge-current noise, see Sec. V A, where the dependence of the scattering matrix Scap(En, Em) on energy
effectively did not play a role, for the energy-current noise this dependence has to be carefully taken into account. In particular,
from Eq. (F1), we derive
PEEcap =
D(1 − D)
3h
∞∑
n=−∞
|Sn|2 coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)
[(nh¯)3 + nh¯(πkBT )2]
+ D
2
h
{
2π2
3
(kBT )3 +
∞∑
n>0
coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)∫
dE |n(E )|2[ f (E ) − f (En)]
}
, (F3)
where
n(E ) =
∞∑
k=−∞
kh¯ S∗cap(Ek, E )Scap(Ek, En). (F4)
Comparing the equation above to the analogous equation for the Lorentzian bias driving (cf. Eqs. (13) and (15) of Ref. [40]), it
can be noticed that apart from the lack of a bias voltage applied to contacts, one finds in Eq. (F3) an additional term—originating
from the interference part of Eq. (F1)—which arises due to the energy dependence of the scattering matrix. Replacing the
scattering matrices in Eq. (F4) by their explicit form (4) [recall that |Sn|2 in Eq. (F3) is given by Eq. (40)], and finding that
|n(E )|2 = 2(h¯)2 e−2nσ {1 − cos[nt (E )]}, (F5)
with t (E ) ≡ t (e)(E ) − t (h)(E ), we eventually obtain
PEEcap =
2π2
3h
D(kBT )3 + 2D
2
h
(h¯)2
∞∑
n>0
e−2nσ nh¯ coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)
+ D(1 − D)
3h
(2σ )2
∞∑
n=−∞
′
e−2|n|σ coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)
[(nh¯)3 + nh¯(πkBT )2] +
(PEEcap)′. (F6)
Here, the additional term (PEEcap)′ is given by
(PEEcap)′ ≡ − 2D2h (h¯)2
∞∑
n>0
(−1)n e−2nσ coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)
Jn, (F7)
with
Jn =
∫
dE cos[2nt (e)(E )]{ f (E ) − f (En)} = πkBT sin
(
2n2
h¯
eδU
)
sinh−1
(
2πn
kBT
eδU
)
. (F8)
Here, we have used that cos[nt (E )] = (−1)n cos[2nt (e)(E )], from Eq. (5). Importantly, the term (PEEcap)′ can be conveniently
estimated for the parameter regime considered in this paper by invoking the conditions (2) and (3), i.e., σ  1 and
kBT/|eδU |  1, and noting that the energy of the Floquet quantum, h¯, is in fact the smallest energy scale under the
adiabatic-driving condition, meaning that h¯/(kBT )  1. In order to analyze (PEEcap)′, let us insert Eq. (F8) into Eq. (F7), which
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yields(PEEcap)′
E2/T = −4D
2 σαE
∞∑
n>0
(−1)n an with an = πe−2nσ coth
(
nh¯
2kBT
)
sin
(
2n2
h¯
kBT
· kBT
eδU
)
sinh−1
(
2πn
kBT
eδU
)
, (F9)
Then, the key task is reduced to the calculation of the series
∑∞
n>0(−1)n an. This series is convergent (as it is absolutely
converging, which can be shown from the comparison test). Furthermore, in the parameter range mentioned above an and an+1
differ very little for all n. We can therefore approximate this series as follows:
∞∑
n>0
(−1)n an ≈ −
∞∑
k=0
dan
dn
∣∣∣∣
n=2k+1
≈ −1
2
∫ ∞
0
dn
dan
dn
= 1, (F10)
so that we obtain (PEEcap)′
E2/T = −4D
2 σαE . (F11)
Consequently, we can conclude that under the conditions considered in this paper, (PEEcap)′ is negligibly small as compared to the
remaining terms in Eq. (F6), see also Eqs. (45) for explicit expressions.
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